MISLE ACTIVITY FORMAT

To standardize how information is documented, all MISLE Activities related to “Testing of machinery alarms/shutdowns” should capture the below minimum information, if installed:

**MISLE Activity Title:**

Test of Machinery Alarms/Shutdowns

**MISLE Activity Narrative Format:**

Attended vessel to document and witness satisfactory testing of installed machinery alarms, shutdowns and derate features installed but not required, in company of NAME OF O/O REP(s).

Port MDE:
- Engine RPM @ Testing
- L/O alarm # psi with derate and shutdown at # RPM
- J/W alarm TEMP# degs derate and shutdown at TEMP#
- Overspeed # RPM (note 75% verify feature, if installed)

Starboard MDE:
- Engine RPM @ Testing
- L/O alarm # psi with derate and shutdown at # RPM
- J/W alarm TEMP# derate and shutdown at TEMP#
- Overspeed # RPM (note 75% verify feature, if installed)

Port Generator:
- Engine RPM @ Testing
- L/O shutdown # psi
- J/W shutdown TEMP# deg
- Overspeed # RPM (note 75% verify feature, if installed)

Stbd Generator:
- Engine RPM @ Testing
- L/O shutdown # psi
- J/W shutdown TEMP# deg
- Overspeed # RPM (note 75% verify feature, if installed)

See scanned tech reports for historical print out of engine codes and alarms.

//S// Name Marine Inspector

**MISLE Activity Documents:**

The attending marine inspector must scan all tech reports associated with the Alarms and Shutdowns. Select the option of “Permanent” to add the reports to the permanent vessel file.

**MISLE Note Format:**

Test of Machinery Alarms/Shutdowns: For initial commissioning alarm set-up values see MISLE Act “NUMBER”. 
